H-250,H-350
Handsets…

ItSTILLCanBeConfusin’

When you hold
an H-250 or
H-350 handset
chances are
good you’re not
confused about
what to do or
how to do it.

it’s the other
end of the
handset…
…the end with
the cable connection, where
things get a
little crazy!

Some of the
pins protrude
a bit while
others are
almost flat to
their surface.

I’m a six-pin
connector!

The H-250, NSN 593500-043-3463, is used
on many tactical radios,
including SINCGARS.
It has a ﬁve-pin metallic
connector plug, U-229A/U,
NSN 5935-00-992-2035.
Other plugs are obsolete.

I’m a five-pin
connector!

Compatibility

Some of the
pin surfaces
are light blue
while others are
dark blue.

And some of
the connectors
are black,
while others
are metallic.

STOP THE
MADNESS!

The H-350 handset, NSN 596501-128-3944, was made for the
Air Force. It is now the standard
handset for tactical ﬁeld telephone
sets. It is equipped with a six-pin
plug connector, either SI-329/U or
AP-116. The H-350 has a wider
microphone frequency response
range than the H-250 handset.

H-250

Some of the
connectors
have five pins
and some have
six.

it’s enough
to make any
communicator
grab his head
and shout—

H-350

we’re
here
to do
just
that!

The ﬂy-in-the-ointment for these two handsets is compatibility.
In tactical ﬁeld telephones the sixth
I don’t
that’s ‘cause
pin, pin F, is needed for full-duplex
seem to be
you’re an h-350
telephone operation. Therefore, the ﬁvedoing my
and you can’t
job!
be used on
pin H-250 is incompatible and only the
sIncgars!
H-350 can be used.
Radios equipped with a ﬁve-pin audio
connector can use either the H-250 or
the H-350. The sixth pin on the H-350
will do nothing—no harm, no foul.
SINCGARS radios are equipped with
six-pin connectors. In SINCGARS, the
F-pin is not used for audio. If you try to
use the H-350 you will hear static and feedback whenever you try to use push-totalk (PTT). Therefore, the H-350 cannot be used on SINCGARS.
Editor’s note: This story originally ran in PS 641, but did
not clear up the issue as intended. Hopefully, it has now.
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